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Misalkan Xt ,  Xz,  . . . .  ia lah bor isan t ,ar iabel  ro.ndont tanP :  {p,0€O} . fant i t i  t l is t r i -
busi clari barisatt tersebtt. 4,, atloluh Iapotryan o rerkerjil terhaclap mano X1, . .. ., X,
terukur. Djika 0rclan 0. dariG), kira tentukan R"(0r,e) sebagai rasio.frutgsi kepadatan dnri
Ps, clan Ps, pada 4,.
Moksud dori karcngan ini metrjelidiki sifat2 limit dari barisan {,. R, } terhadap setiap
Pg. Hdl ini nrcntpuniai aplikasi dalan sequcniial atialysis, dintana kita ingin nrcilgetahui
apakah sequeritiai probabilitl' rutio test berhenti dertgan berkenrungi':inan satu. Djika borisnn
R, konvergen ke 0 (atau lim inf Rr :0) atcu kon;'ergen ke 't: (atau litn sup Ro - ca)
hanrpir lentu (h.t.) terhadap Ps, rrol:a untul: () ini setiap sequential probability rotio test
berhenti clengctn keniui:gkinatt scttt. Konklusi .iang sania dupar clianbil untuk generalized
sequeiltial probabi!i/J' r(:rio test dertgan batas pernberltentiaunja jarig bergartrwtg dari n.
Djika X; sctling bebas clarr niemputijai distibusi jang iclentik, naka ln Raclapat dituliskan
tlerigon 2 Y; tlintana bari:att tar!al:el ranclort Yi salitut bebas clan bertlistribusi iclettik.
r ' = l
1t
Sehingga ) Y; kontergett h.t. ke c atcu ke - u: te!'gtntting tlori E;1 1.Yi \ -' 0 oto,i : 1
< 0. Untuk (i :0,, dinrc,',o E,,,,.I,-Yi j 0 i;iio ck:;.t,t lit:t inJ'R, :0 tlan lin.sttp R,, :
c t  h. t .  P6^ .
Pada bdrisan dari variabel rctndom I X. j 
jang ridak salihg bebas mauput tidalr ber-
Cistribusi itlcntik, seringl:cii ritnbul rieiant tes hipoten komposit denggtn atlarla pcraneter
,,rtuisance". Sebagai tjititt<tl: cdcilalt sequeiftiel t - test atau jatig djuga disebut LVI,CR test.
Dclam lul matic ltesiniJ,ular; !:trclitatip .son;a dengan lialnja dalam X; jang soling bebas tlan
berdist r i busi ide nti k.
Tjontoh jang tercchir ini nemberikatt saran wtuk problenr jarry lebih untum sbb.'. Dengan
Assumptions A tlan B kita dapat ntenghasilkan sbb.: Djika.0, : {1, ncil;a R, korterget h.t.
ke 0 djika 0 '. 0, dan lte r. rlji;ia A .. i)". L'ttr;rl: 0 ortt:;ra 0, dan (),,. ketjuali bcu'attgkali ut-
tuk satu ()o , nwka lin inf adalah a cttart lirt :up adaioh:.: lt.t. Selingga sequential prclnbi-
Iit.v ratio test berlrcnti dengait berkenuutgkitiarr satu ketjitali barangkoli untuk satu larga
0. Apakah lietul adq A wttuk nntia R.71 nentpunjai lint inf positip dsn lint sup jang terhingga,
belumlah oda tjontoh jary dapat diptrtntcljukltcn.
ABSTRACT
Let Xr, Xr, . .  . . .  be u seqrrcitce of ro.nt lott t  ar iables antl  P : {  pr, 0 e}i  U o
familiy of distributions of the seqtrcilce. for caclt n.4,, is tlte6-field genarorecl by Xr, .. .,
X". I-f 0y 0, € O, we define R,, (0y 0r) as the tleilsit), r.atio of Ps, and Ps, on Ar.
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The nain pMpose of the paper is to inrestigate the lintiting behat'ior of the sequence R,
'tv ith respect to any P g . This has applicati ons in sequent ial analysis, where it is desired to knorv
whcther a sequential probabiliti, rotio test terminates with probability one. If the sequence Ra
cont)c;s?s ro 0 (or the lint inf is 0) or conrerges to a (or the lim sup is a) a.e. withrespect
to Pp, thenfor this 0 ony s?quential probabilit;, ralio test terminates v'ith probability one.
The same conclusion catt be drawn irt the case of a generalized sequential probability ratio test,
under sotie rcstrictions us to hot'.'the stoppirtg bounds vary with n,
If tlie X; are independent and iclentically tlistributed, then ve can write ln Rn as
n f l
: Yi v'herc rhe Yi are irrlependent and itlenticalll' clistributetl. ll/e have then that 2
i : I  i : l
Y; converges to a or to - (a a.e. accorclittg as E, { 
Yt} , O or < O. For any 0, say 0o,
for v'hicit Es" { Y;) 
: 0 x'e lnve lint irtf R,, - 0 and lim sup Rn -- u: a.e. Pso .
A sequence oJ'non-independetft nor iientically elistributed randorn variables{ X;)may
arise in te:;ts oJ'cotttposiie ltypotlieses in ilrc presence ol'nuisance paranrcters. An exatnple
of the situation is the sequential t-test, b1' sotite authors called the II'AGR test. In this example
we hat'e tlle same Elalitatire result as if the X; are independent and identically distributed.
The foregoing example suggested the more general problent with the Asswnptions A ancl
B (.see Chapters 2 and 3). The result cnn be tlescrihed as.follo*s'. I.f 0., ': 0, then R, conver-
ges a.e. to 0 d t) . 0t and to :t: if 0 .' 0,. For A bet,,teert 0, arul 0r, except perhaps for
one Ao, ilten litrt inf is 0 or lim sup is a a.e. So that a seElential probability ratio test ter-
rnitrotes u,ith probabilily one, except perhaps for one lalue of 0. There is no example
knorrn to shor thet there no.t' e:;ist a 0" for thich the sequence o.l' densit'l ' ratios has a
posititc lim irtf at:d a finite littr sup.
1. DEFINiTIONS AND PRELIMINAR.Y RESULTS
Let (C), A, P) be a probabil ity space, \\here f) is a space of irointsco,
A is a o-field of subsets of Q, and P is a famiiy of probabil ity measures on A
indered by 0, r ';hich is a mernbe.i of an indexed set €) : P,:tPo, 0 e 0). O wil l
sometimes be called a parameter. If a staten.rcnt h,olds exccpt possibiy on e
set of Pe measure 0, u,e shall follor',' the statement by : a.e. Pe. If A, is a sub
o-field of A lle shall v,'rite A" C A and, for shoi'i, call A, a subfield of
A. if A, C A and !/ some probabil ity neasure on A, t l iat dominates Po,
for some 0 € O, rve define the density of P" oir A. with respect to a, written
prAo, as a
set A € 4".
( l . l )
non-negative A, - u - integrable function such that for any
, ' A
P,,  (A) :  I  n i , -"  du
Note that if u is a probability measure on A dominating P0 on A, it is also
a probabiiity measure on Ao dominating Po on A,. The converse is not true,
i.e. n probabil ity measure on u on A may doninate P, on Ao withor.rt domi-
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nating it on A. If A, C A and / is an A - P, - integrable function,
shall denote the conditional expectation of / given A, with respect o P,
by Ee {/lA,}. Sometimes the conditional expectation will be taken with
respect to some probability measure u that is not necessarily a member
of P, and will then be written E" {f I A"}.
Definition 1.1: Let {8,, n) l} be a nondecreasing sequence of subfields
qf A, and let {.f,, n 2 1) be a sequence of functions on {l such that for
sonrc8 €,O und everj- n, "fn is B,-Ps-integrable. The stochastic process
tJ'n, Bn, n 2 lj will be called:
(D a martingsle v'ith respect to Po if for eyery n,
Es {1, -, I B"} : l; a.e. P,
(ii) an upper martingale v,ith respect to P, if for every n,
Eu {-f, u rlB,} > f, a.e. P,
(iii) a low'er martingale with respect to P, dfor every n,
Eu {f^ -t |  8,,} <4 a,e. Pu
Let Xr, Xr, . . .. be a sequence of random variables on Q. Denote by
An tire subfield generated by Xr, . .. ., Xn, n : l, 2, . .. . written [, :
B (Xr, ...., X,), and A- as the smallest subfield of A containing A,,,
n : 1 , 2 , . . . . . .
Let A, C A* C A and let u be a probability measure on A that
dominates P, on A, then we have the following relation:
(r.2) ,oAo : r, ) o.A. ga" i a.e. u' . 1
Indeed, if A e Ao, and therefore 4 € A*, we have
(t.3) l ' oro'd., : / p,,A*.:', '
i i
because both sides are equal to Pn(A). By taking in particular A* : A
rve have:
o,,Ao : r,, ) lrA 1 e" I a.e. u
Corrsider tire stochastic process ) ,nA', A,, n 
)>; I
(  1 .4)
dernsity c.f P,, on




to u.  By (1.2)  i l
for every ,r, n, \,
PoAn is th"
rtingale and




r s  a m a
A")
Ps (
by a well known martingale convergence
Cl iap .  V l I ,  uc  l i i r re  i rn . :n  , r -  p , ,4 "  - -  p rA ' -  i r .e .  r /
I \ S ' l ' I ' l ' t  1 " l ' h K N O l - ( ) ( l l  B . \ \ l ) l - N ( ;
theorem [2],
f - i t r st'\AkLrI \l IR.losl.: DIlit{O
Let 01, 0s e O. There is always a probability measure u that dominates
both Pr, and Pr, on A, and therefore on A, for every n, including n : c.D.
For instance, we catl take lr : i (Pr, * Pa). For any choice of u, let prrAn
be the density of Pr, on A,, i : 1,2. The ratio
1 1 . 5 ) Rn (0r, gr) =. po!"lpurA',i ( n ( ca
rvill be called the derrsity ratio of Pr, and Pr, on A,,. It is defined only up to
a set of Pr, and Pr, measure 0. We shall sometimes suppre.ss the depen-
dence of Rn on 0, and 0r. It is easy to see that R, does not depend on the
particular choice of a. We may even let n depends on n.
Lemma 1.1 :  Let  A. ,CA andubeaprobabi l i tymeasureon A.Let f  be
a non-negativc A - u - integrable function and define fo: Eu {/l a,l.
I 'hen { f  )> 0}  C { t  >0}  ?.e.  u
Proof: Let l{" : {-f":0.).. Since{ is defined as an a.e. u Ao_measu-
rable function, there is N,* € Ao such that a {lf" n N,*} : 0, where I
denotes the symmetric difference, i.". N" A N,* : (N" - N"*) n (N," - N,).
Let In denote the indicator of aset ACQ, i.e. it is a functionwhich has a
value I on ,{ and 0 otherwise. We compute:
E,, t.J'IN"l a"] : E,,{.f Ix,* | A,} a.e. rr
: -fo In-o* "l'e' 
u
' -  lo  l ro  a 'e '  u
.,- 0 a.e. rr
Since f /.r 'n ) '0 rve nlust have J It". ' .0 a.e. l, rvhich means that except for
a set  of  u-measure zero fo( to) :0 impl ies " ( . ) :0  or  { f  
:0}  C
{ f  : 0 }  a . e .  u .
Theorem 1.1; Let 0, and 0, be in @, and let u be a probability ntedtsure on
An thot dominstes Pr., and Pn, on A-. The stochastic process {R" (0r,02),
A,,, rr ) l ' f  i .r
(i) s lower martingale x,ith respect b Prr.
I/', Jbr ever.r l, Po- rs absolutely cbntinttous v;ith respect to Pu, on A, then it is
(i0 a martingole with respect to Prr.
(iii) an upper rnartingale x,ith respect to Prr.
Fttrtherntore, lim,,->,a R, (01,02) : R- (0r,02) a.e. Pr, ancl a.e. P.r.
P r o o f : T o  s h o w ( i ) ,  l e t l € A n - r a n d d e n o t e  B n :  A f , l " r , A "  t ' 0 1 .
\ . o t .  l ,  \ o .  + ,  p R o ( ' I ) , t ) I \ G s  1 9 { } 3
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ByLemmat . lwen*" f  o f " to la lo f , , - ' ro I  a .e .  u ,so that  BnC
Bn _, a.e. u. Since Ps. (8,) : J R, (0r,0, dp01 and pr, (8, _ ,) =.
IR" 
*, (0t,0r) dPn, we have J R" (0r,0s) dPsr ( ! R, _r (0r,02) /po1
which means: %, {R,, (0r,0r) I A" _ r} < R, _, (0.,0r)
To show (ii), if Pr, is absolutely continuous with respect
we have: JR, (01,0J dper pu" (A): I" R,_r (0r,0J dpol
A t
a.e. Pr,
to Pu, on An,









a.e. P û l
a.e. P
v̂ l
a.e. Prr. By inter-
so that z;, {R,, (0r,0J I A,_r} :  Ru_, (0r,0r)
To show (iii), apply Jensen's inequality applied to the convex function lix
for.r ) 0, we have
Err{R, (or,0J I A, _ r} ) tlEer{R,, (os,oJ I A, * r}
: l lR,-, (0r,0r)
: R n - t ( 0 t , 0 J
To show the assertion about the limit, let , : 
(,"r, A- 
-, O I ,)
lim,-- u, R, (01,0J : lim" -+- pr"Anl*l1rrA,
: limo -+u. pet nlim,, --1. - Irr,,rrrA,,
A.^  ,  ̂ A:  Pez " '  lnt lPlr- 
-a
: R- (0r,02)
We have tlren also l im,,_+* R, (02,0r) : R.,, (02,0r)
changing 0, and 0, we have the limit with respect to prr.
Definition l.l: Tu'o probahility measures pr, and pr" ure called orthogonal
on A. , ,  i f  there is  a set  ng A_ such that  Pur(A) :  I  ond poz(A):0.
The follorving theorem is an immediate co'sequence of rheorem l.l,
since R,, (01,02) :0 a.e. P., if and only if p., and pr, are orthogonal
on  A r^ .
Thcorem 1.2 : The follow,ing three conditions are equivalent:
(i) Pr, cutd Pr" are orthogonal on A_.
( i i )  l imn-; ,  R,  (0, ,0r ;  :  0 a.e. Pr,
( i i i )  l inr , , ->."  R,(Ar ,Ar \  :  a  ue.  pu,
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In other words, the convergence rRr->0 a.e. Pr, and Rr,->ct) a,e. Pn,
happens if and only if the measures Pn, and Pr, are orthogonal on A-. We
would like to find conditions under which R,--> 0 or Rn->c'c a.e. Pr, for 0
not necessarily equal to 0, or 0., and for any choice of 0, , 0r. We see then
that these conditions should at least imply that anv two members of P are
orthogonal on A,r .
2, MONOTONICITY PROPERTIES IN A MONOTONE LIKELIHOOD
RATIO FAMILY
Let  P:{Pe,  0 € O} rv i th  O an ordered set  wi th order ing "  <" . I f  A"  C
A
A, the notation pf' was introduced in Chapter l, meanin-e the density
of P, on Ao rvith respect to some probability measure u that dominates Po
on Ao. In the following, the mcasure rr lvi l l  usually not be mentioned ex-
plicitly. If A" is a subfield generated by a lanclorn variabie X, rve shall
denote the density of P. on A, by pi'.
The density ratio R,(0r,0r), introduced in Chapter l, is A, -rneasurablc,
where A,,: B(l 'r, ...., ,Y,,) ' Therefore, there exists a Baire function r,.*
mapping Euclidean rr-space -6n into the real line R, where r,,* satisfies
(2 .1 ) r,,*(Xy . .. ., Xni tJr,(lJ - R,,(0r,f.1")
If l is a real valued function ort .tn, ue shall call i t u nondecreasing func-
tion if i t is nondecreasing in each argument separately. We shall call ./ on .E"
nonincreasinC tf -f is nonCecreasing.
The following definit ions are taken from [6J and [3]:
Definition 2.1 : A dontinsted .fanilv P i.s called a ntonatone likelihood
ratio (MLR) fanily on 4,, if for ever.t, 0, -:-- (J, there etist versions of tle
densities such that r,,*(xr, . . . ., x,; f)r,{lr; is a rnrtdecreasittg .f:unction of
- x r r  . "  , ' { r '
Definilion 2.2: Let A, C Ati C A. Thc sublieltl A" ul A* is calletl
sufficieut Jbr the funill,P on A*, if /or anr houndec! A+'-trtt'ctsuraitie functiotr
J, Eo {JlA"} can he clrcsen free of 0. A rurulonr tariable,\ ' l .r a suf/ ' icicnt
statistic for P on An f'X is A*-measurahle and the o-fieltl generater! b-t' .:.i
is a su_fficierir c--iield f<tr P on A*.
Defini{ion 2.3: The /'anril.t of probabilit.t nrcasures P i.s honngeneou,\
on Ao if-Jbr ct'cr1 A' and 0" ht 0. P,,. i-r ubsolutel) ' cailt inou.t +'ith respect to
Pu" on Au.
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If P is homogeneous and a statement holds a.e. with respect o Peo for
some 0o € O, then it holds a.e. with respect o P, for all 0 € O. We shall
then write "a.e. P".
Since the family P will remain fixed, for simplicity we shall say that X
is sufficient on A* rather than X is sufficient for P on A*.
From a well known factorization theorem [3], if A" is sufficient on A*
and a o-finite measure a dominates P on A*, the density pi* of Pu with
respect o u can be factorized as follows:
(2.2).. A*  A- ,A*P o  : 8 o " n
where, for every u e O, gf is an Ao-measurable function und llA* i, 
"n
A*-rneasurable function that does not involve 0.
Lemma 2.1: If, for some n, X, is suff'icient on A,,and Prris absolutely con-
tinous tvith respect o Prron An, thcn
(2.3) nI" oI"
Proof: Let A,o be the subfield generated by X,.Applying (2.2)
p*" lpf" is A*,-measurable.
:  p{ , "  ip{ , , a.e.P,,
with
Fur-A* : Ar, Ao : Ar,, v,,e find that
thermore, for any .4 € Ar.:
A . 4
the common value being Pe2 (A). Thus (2.3) follows.
Remark. By redefining the various densities on a set of Pr, measure
0, if necessary, we can make the two sides of (2.3) equal everywhere. We
shall assume throughout that this has been done. Furthermore, since the
riglrt hand side of (2.3) is A"n-measurable, there is a Baire functionr,,(. ; 01,02)
mapping R-> R, such that
p{i ' ip{," : r,(x,; 0,,(),;
With the notatiorr (2.4) we can express (2.3) as
(2.5) 1?,,(0i, f)2) :  rn(Xn; ()r,0r)
Suppose .\-is a random variable and P a probabil ity measure on A. If/
and g are Baire functions of a real variable, either both nondecreasing or both
nonincreasing such that f( X) and g(X) are P-integrable, then:






Ep\f(x) cV)\  > Ep{l \x)}  Ep{sV)}
To show (2.6), let X, and X, be random variables defined on a proba-
bility space (O', A', P'), such that X, and X2 are independent and have the
same djstribution as X. By the monotonicity assumptions on / and g we have
{.f(X') -f(x,)) {s6r\ - s(Xz)l >- o
Taking on both sides the expectation with respect to P' we obtain
(2.7) Ep,{f(X,)c(x')} + Ep,{f(X)c(X,)} 2 Ep'{f(x')c(&)} +
Ep,{f(Xr) g(Xr)}
Since each term on the left hand side is equal to Er{f(X)c(X)} and each
term on the right hand side is equal to Ep{f(X)} Er{g(X)}, after dividing
both sides of (2.7) by 2 rve have (2.6).
Inequality (2.6) can be gereralized as follows
Lemma 2.2: Let X be a random variable on A, P a probability measure
on A, and let A" C A.
(r) Iff and g are Baire functions of a real variable, either both nondecreasilry
or both nonincreasing, such that f(X) and g(X) are P-integrable, then:
(2.8) Er{f(X)c(x) | A"} > Ep{f(x) | A,} r" {g(x) | A,} a.e. P
(ii) If, on the other hand, f and g are monotonic in opposite direclions, then:
(2's) E, {f(x)c(x) | A"} < Er{f(x)l A"} Er{gtx) | A,} a.e. P
Proof: We only need to prove (i), since (ii) follows by applying (i) to y'
and g. In the foilowing the sets .B are understood to be Borel subsets of the
real line. Let p(B,a) be a conditional probability distribution of X in the wide
sense, relative to Ao (see {2], p.29), i.e.
(u) for each linear Borel set B, p(-B,.) is a version of P(X-1 (B) lA,);
(b) for each o € Q , p( . ,c-r) is a probability measure on the o-field of linear
Borel sets.
The existence of such a condilional distribution in the wide sense was shown
by Doob [2], Chap. I, sect. 9, and also that for any real valued function ll
such that l(X) is integrable we have
(2.10)
cn
Ep{h(X) f  A , }  :  J 'h (x )p(dx , . )  a .e .  P
U)
Now apply (2.10) to h : fg, 7 : f and h 
-: E, successively, then use (2.6)
with P replaced byp(. . , <,r) for every fixed <,r. This leads immediately to (2.8).
Corollary 2.1: Under the sante conditions as in Lemma 2.2 (i),
(2.r1) Ep {f(X) s(,J{) I A} P{A} 2 Eo {fG) It} Ep{s(X) Ie} for any A e A
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Proof: (2.11) follows from (2.S) by taking Ao: {Q, A,A",a\where
,4" is the complement of l. We can also derive (2.11) from (2.6) immediately
by applying 12.6) to the space I with probabiiity measure PIP(A).
In order to avoid repetition we make the following assumption:
Assumption l:
(D For every finite n, P is a MLRfanily and hontogeneous on An.
(iD For every.f inite n, Xo is sufficient on An.
Lemma 2.3: Let Assumption A be satisJ'ied, let AoC A,for somen, and
let tJ', 0" € @, v,ith 0' < 0". If f is a nondecreasing function of a real varioble
such that f(X^) is integrable with respect to Pr' and Pu", then:
(2.12) Ev {f(x,) lA"} < ro,, tr(x,) lA,} a.e. P
Proof: We shall need the following equation:
(2.13) Eg, tR,(0"0") lA") : pi" I o|" a.e. Pv
This was shown in Theorem 1.1 (i i) for the case Ao - An-r. The proof of
(2. l3) goes in exactly the same way, and will not be repeated here.
Now let A e A, and, for short write/instead of f(X"). From (2.5):
R,,(0',0") : rn(Xn;\',O") a.e. Pr,. Using Lemma 2'2 (i) and (2.13), and
noting that r,, is nondecreasing, we have:
Eo, {f R,,(0"0") I  A,} > Ev if lA,} (p}" loj l  a.e. Po.
Sirrce I Eo, {1| A"S arr,, :- I.f dPr. == I.f R,,(v ,0") dPU
, 4 . J 4
arrd lru. ttl A"\ dPo,. : j ur, {/l n,} t pf," I p}"7 ar", .
,,r,e have t Er, {J l F.u} tlP,,,, >} !.\o.i./l a,1 t/P,, for every A € A,
(2.14) E,,, if lA"\ > E.,, i.f I A"\
Since F is l iomogcneou.s oil A,, (2.14) is
proof of Lenrrna 2.3.
The foilorving theorem iollows froin Tltecrem l.l and Lemma 2.3 by
taking,l(r) -- r,.(x; Br,(Jr) and An : A,,-r.
Theorem 2.1'. Let Assumption A be satisJ'ied. If $'ez€()with 0r{0r,
then the stochastic process {.1?,,(01,02), A,,, n } 1} is:
a.e. Po,,
ttue a.e. F. This cotrclucies tlie
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(D a loy'er ntartingale with respect to Pr.for 0 { 0,
(ii) a martingale vilh respect to Pr,
(iii) an upper nlartingale w'ith respect to Prfor 0 ) 0r
The following two definit ions are due to Lehmann [6]:
Definition 2.4: A set S € A, is called an incredsing set if for any tw,o
n - t u p l e s o . f  r e a l  n t t n t b e r s ( a r , . . . . , a , ) a n c l  ( b r , . . . . , b n ) w i t h a p { b p , k : 1 , . . , n ,
i l n
n Xu-l(au) C S implies n Xa-t (6A) C .S
A : 1  & : r
Definition 2.5: A dontinated family oJ' probability measures P whose
index set Gl is ordered, is saicl to have the increasing propert)'on Altif for every
increasing sel S e A, : Pr, (S) ( Pe,. (S) u,henever 0' < 0".
It is easy to see that Definit ion 2.5 is equivalent to:everynondecreasing
Raire f r rnct ion /  on E" has the property  E, , , { f (Xr ,  . . . . ,  X, ) }  {  Ee, ,
{/(fr, . . ., d,)} whenever 0' < 0", provided the expectations exist.
I t  r .vas hown [6] ,  i f  X l ,  . . . . ,Xn are mutual ly  independent  wi threspect
to every rriember of P and if P is a MLR family, then it has the increasing
property. There were examples in [6] that in general a MLR family does
not have the increasing property. We are going to show that under Assum-
ption ,4, the increasing property is true.
Lemma 2.4: Under Assuntption A, P has the increasing propert), on A^.
Proof : We knorv from Lemma 2.3 that P has the increasing proi)erty ol'r
Ar. Suppose the increasing property is true on A,_1, we are going to show
that  i t  is  t r t re o l1 An.  Let . f^be a nondecreasing funct ion of  xr , . . . . , . r , ,  such
th,at f,,(Xr, . .. ., X,) is P., and Po,,-integlable. Remembering r,,(x,;0',0")
is irondecreasing in,v,,, let a be a nltmb€r such that r,(a;0',0") ) I and for
every ir, < a trn(x,t;0'0") < l. Since/, is also nondecreasing in x,,, wehave:
f , ( x r ,  . . . . ,  x , )  { r n ( x , , i  8 ' , 0 " ) - 1 }  > f , , ( . \ - r ,  . .  . . ,  a )  { r , , ( x , : 0 ' , 0 " ) - l ) s
Wed define fn _r(rr,. . . ., x,,_,) - f,(r,.. . ., .r, _y a). lf is easy to see that
f^ - r is a nondecreasing function of x1,. . . ., xn_ r. So v,,e have the ioilowing:
Eo,{. f , {xr,  .  . .  . ,  ,YJ} -  En {f , (Xr,  .  . .  . ,  X,,) l
: E,).{f"(Xl, . .. ., f(,,) (/f,,(0',0") - 1)}
) . t '  Eo.{J, ,-r( t r , ,  .  . .  . ,  X,,-1) (R"(0' ,0") -  l ) }
:  Eo" {J, ,- . (Xt,  '  "  ' ,  Xn-J} -  Es'{ f , , -r(Xr
which is ) 0 bc'cause v,'e suppose P has the increasing property on An_1.
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Lemma 2'5: Let, -for elerl' finire n, p be lnntogeneous and having the
increasing property on A,. Lt,t f, be a riciritegn:it,e aitLr noncecreasing Baire
Junct ion on E" such t l ia t  \ ' , - - .1 , , ( , \ r ,  . . . . , I , , . )  is  p- in tegrable.





wiricir follows fron tire inc'easing property hypothesis. By letting n7-> cn
and using Lebesque's monotoie convergence theorem, we have:
Eo. {lirn lnf ,,_>_ )r.} < Er,, {lim infn_e. n y,,}
Eu, {iirn sLrp, >c, y,,} < Eu,, {lim supn-_'_ yn}
Proof: Dcfiue I A,, : inf l-,,. For fixed fr, u.e have
h ln  Sn r
E o . { Y u , , } ( 8 0 , , { ) u , , }
Eo, {inf u<, I',} < Er,,{inf u.,I',)
Now let li--+ cn and use once more the Lebesque,s monotoneconvergence
theorem, we have (2'15). Note that the inequality (2. 15) is always true, whe-
ther Er, {lim inf.-,- I'"} is finite or infinite, bec'use of the Lebesque,s
monotone convergence. theorem. For (2.16) tlie pr.oof proceeds in the same
way, by corrsidering l"u*: supu.,,<^ I-n
We are going to state two rnartingale convergence theorem fLom [2]Chap. VII, Theorem, 4.1. (i) and 4.1s. (i),
Statement 2.1: Let {f,, Bn, n> l} be a martingale.If l im,_s_E{l-f, l)
lcn tlrcnlint,,_y_f,exists with probability one ancl isfinite.
Statement 2.2: Let t_f,, 8,, n > lj be on tryper martingale. If supn
E{lI^l} {cn , then lim,,-+- fn ex-ists tt.ith probabilit}, ;re and is flnirc.Itt particular, if the fn, s are non positite, the contlitiott is olnaTi sqtisfie.t.
By considering --:fn from Statement 2.2, u,e have:
Statement 2.3: Let !f,,, 8,, n)l j be a lon,er ntartingale. IJ supn
E{lJl} <(n , then lim,* nf, exisis v.iri:h piobability one anct is fitte.In particular, if the f,'s qre non negotive, the conclition is erwavs satisfied.
Theorem 2.2: Let Assuntptlort A be satisj.ied and let 0, { 0r. .fhen Jor
?rr!..0 
( 0r : ii1n,+.,R (0r,0r) exrsts a.e. p, ancl is J'inite. Farthermore:
Eo {l im,,a." R,,(0,',02)} { 8.,{i im,-y r. R,,(0r;02)}
Proof: By Theorem 2.1 the stocirastic process {.R"(0r,0J, An, rt }, 1}is a rnartingale with respect ro pn,. Since lirn,-'.,u;, ij i,,(erprjl\': i,
l \ . s ] ' l l  i  i  I ' l . tK_ \o l _ ( ) r j  l t . L \ l ) 1 . \ ( l
I (rf Sux.rnnr Wrnlosuulnolo
by Statement 2.1 we have that lim,r+.oR,,(01,02) exists a.e. Pu, and is finite.
With respect o Ps, 0 ( 0,., the sequence is a lower martingale by Theorem
2.1. Applying Statement 2.3, it has limit a.e. P, and is finite. Finally, (2.5)
and Lemma 2.5 give the second conclusion of the theorem.
Theorem 2.3: Let Assvmption A be satisfied, and let 0r<0r, then the
.following three condittons are equivalent:
(i) Pn, and Purate orthogonal on A-
(ii) limn-+eo Rn(01,0J : 0 a.e. Pu for 0 ( 0t
(iii) limo-y.o Rn(01,02) : (n a.e. P, for 6 2 0z
Proof: By Theorem 1.2, Pu and Pu, are orthogonal if and only if
limn-v- R,(01,0t:0 a.e' Prr. Applying Theorem 2.2' the latter condition
is equivalent to lim.-y- R,(0r,02) :0 a.e. Pr for 0 < 0r. (ii| is equivalent
to (ii) by interchanging 0, and 0r.
So the orthogonality is a necessary and sufficient condition for the sequence
of density ratio going to 0 or to ca with respect o P, for 0 ( 0, and 0 ( 0,
respectively. However, with respect to P, for 0, ( 0 < 02, it is not known
whether in general the limit exists or whether at least the limit infimum is 0
or limit supremum is ca, even though Assumption A and orthogonality of
Po, and Pr, are satisfied.
i. LIMITTNG BEHAVIOR OF THE SEQUENCE OF DENSTTY RATIOS
ON A SYMMETRIC SPACE
Lct P' be a family of probability measures on A, where p' : {P5, )'eA },
7\ an abstract set. Consider a sequence of random variables Zy Zz, . . . . such
that with respect to every member P5 of P', the Zr's are mutually independent
and identically distributed. For each r )> l,let there be given a Baire function
.fnol E", such thatf,(21; zzt . . . ., z) is invariant under all permutation of zr,. .,
: , , .  Def ine X^:f , (Zr, . . . . ,2r\ ,  and suppose that the distr ibut ion of Xn
depends on I only through a certain function of E, say 0 : 0(8), where 0 lies
in an ordered set 0. The family of distributions of Xt,. ..., Xn is denoted by
P: {Pe,0 €O} as in the preceding chapters. For example, let the Z,'s be




. \ ' ,  l , - ,  f ,  t z r  - 1 , . ) i  . n  : l' l t t - 1  
, 1
\ - o t -  2 ,  \ ( ) .  + ,  P t { o c t : t i t ) t \ ( ; s  1 9 6 - l
- \ l : 0 ,
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(the choisce JrQ) :0 for all z is purely ar'bitrary), rvhere un : ) ,1r 
t, *"
havc a family of noncentral t-distributions, with parameter 0 : E lo. In our
example A could be considered as a sct of pairs ([, o) and O as the real l ine.
Note that in oul example X, is sufficient on B (Xr, ...., X,).
Let us makc a new assumption u,hich uil l  be used in this chapter.
Assumption B:
(r) X n : f^\Zr,. . . . , Zn), v'here Zr, 2", . . . . are independent antl identically
distributecl, tiitel f,, is q Beire fttnuion of n real variables that is invariant
tmder all pe,'nlutations of these vcticltles
(i i) ,Y,, is sr.rif icicnt on B (-ti,, . . . ., f,)
The reeson rve make the sufficiei-rcy assurnption of X, trvice, orrce in I
and ortcc i i.r 6, is i l tat Assumption I and B are not aln'ays used at the same
t ine .  As  usua l  u ' ewr i i e  A ,  - -  B ( f r ,  . . . . ,  X , , ) e t c .
f n [4] Hervitt and Savage have shou'n that if 27, Zz, . . . . are independent
and identically d.istributed, and if / ' is a Baire function of the real variables
Zy z2t .. . . that is invariant under every finite permutation of the z's then
J(Zr ,2r , . . . . )  is  constant  a.e.  T i r is  theorem is  somet imes cal led theHewit t -
Savage 0-l laiv, because it imulies that a set, invariant in the sense described
above, has probiibil i ty 0 or 1.
Let us assume throughout the dicussiorl that corresponding to different
pal'ameters, the probability measules are different.
Theorem 3.l: Let Assuntptiott B he sati.sficd and let 0',0" e1) x'here
A'  4C".  T l :en
!in.r,,->c,, R,,(U',(,}") : 0 a.c. Pn,
0i td
l iur,,->,4 R,'10'.0"; : ga a.e. Pr,,
Froof: We need to show only the convergence with respect to Pu,, since
the convergence r.rith respect to Pu,, follou's then by interchanging 0'and 0".
The stochastic process {Rn, A,,, n ) l} is a lori'el nrartingale with respect
to Pu, (Theorem 1.1), From Statement 2.3 the lirnit exists and is firrite a.e.
Pr,. By sufficiency n'e have (2.5), and then it foliorvs from the Hervitt and
Savage 0-l larv that thc l imit is a constant a.e. P,,,., say c. We havc 0 { c ( i
rvhich follou's from Fatou's lemma:
Irr, .f l inr_,*r /l ,(0',0")) 5, linr,,_>.a E0, { R,,(.0' , " ) j < 1
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Furthermore, we know from Theorem l.l that
limn-;- R,(0',0") : R- (0',0") a.e. Po, , or
(3.1) R* (0' ,0") :  c a.e. Pu,
We shall show now that 0 ( c ( I leads to a contradiction. Suppose first
c :1 ,  then (3 .1 )  i s  the  same as  Pr .  {R - (g ' ,8 " ) :  I  } :  l ,  so  tha tPg and
Pr,, agree on a set of Pu, measure 1, which is therefore also of Pr,, mea-
sure 1. Hence Pe,: Ps,,, but this is excluded since 0' * 0".Suppose now
0 < c <  l ,  t h e n
(3.2) Pr, {R _ (0"0") : c} : I
Let rz be the probability measure on A dominating P' and P.,, , with respect
to which the densities have been defined. Then
, , , t ,0 f . ,>ol :  i '  r ladu:  i ,p f -  du:c1l"  t ' "  \  J  . t
.(, f-roi !rf-rol
l ' r '  
-  " \  l . " o '  
-  - )
which implies
From (3.2) we have
(3.4) ,o, ', of., o,pf-= o i 
: t
On the other hand, by interchanging 0' and 0" rve have R.o (0",0') : c' a.e.
Pr,, where 0 { c'{ l. Since we exclude Pe,: Ps,, which is equivalent o
c'  :  l ,  we must have c'< l .  I f  c '  :0 we have
(3.5) nn, ' ,of- to l -o
a n d i f 0 < c ' < l w e h a v e
(3.6)  , r , ( t r f -  to ,p$- toI :  c '1r
Since (3.5) contradicts (3.3) and (3.6) contradicts (1.4), 0 < c ( I is impos-
sible. The only remaining conclusion is c : 0, as was to be proved.
Consider trvo fixed paranreters 0, and 0, with 0, { 0.. Lct I < a < (a
and define:
(3,1) Jl't,(a) : {o : l;cr ( r,,(X,,1c'-r): 0 ,0r) ( a}
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f tnd
(3. l 2)
For suppose (3.1 l )
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(3.8) nt,(a) : {x : l la ( r,,(x; 0r,0r) ( a}
(3.9) p,,(a;$) : Pr{M,,(a)}
(3 .10)  "y^(u;0 ' ,0" )  -  ? , (a;0")  f  p , , (a ;0 ' )
Note that M^(a) is a subset of Q, whereas ntn(a) is a subset of the real l ine.
One sees immediately from the definitions that M^(a) is the inverse image
of n,(a) under the mapping /". lrr the applications in this chapter, r,, will be a
monotonic function of x, and cor.rsequently ni"(a) will be an interval. In the
remainder of this chapter P will be assumed to be homogeneous on Av,, for
cvcry finite r. lf for some ,S € A,, we write P(S) ) 0, w'e mean this to be
true for some P € P, and tl ierefolc, by hc.mogeneity, for all P € P. lt S and
S' are two sets, we shall often write PtS,S') instead of P{S n ,S'i.
We shall f i 'equently make use of the following two statements: If P is
homogeneous on A,,, if .S € A,, with P(S) ) 0, thcn for any 0,0, € O:
P {S, R,,(0,0r) 2 Per(S)/Po (S)} > 0
P {,S, R,(0,0r) ( Pr, (S)iPe (,S)} > 0
to be false, tiren
s c { 1?,,(f),fi1) < Po, (s)iPe (,s).1 a.e. P
which inplies
,/ '0r (s) : J R (0,01) dPo 1J PgL (s),P* (s) (/Po - Po, (S), leading to a con-
s , s
t radic t ion.  The proof  (3.12)  is  analogous.
Lemma 3.1 : Let 0r<0,0'r-02 arul let Assumption A be satisfied. If
| < ct < co und jbr ,rot)le n,9,,(a; 0r) ) 0, then
1
( i )  x Qnt, ,(a): ' ,  
iy, , (a;0,0) {  
r , ( , r ;  t ) ,02) < ay,(a;0,0)
1
( i i )  .y e nt, , (a):  ^.( , , ( .a;0,0')  < r , , ( , r ;  0,0')  -{  a2 1,(a; 0,0'), . a
Proof: To show (i), take S - M"(a) in (3.11) and (3.12). We get
P t rM, , (a) ,  R, , (0,01)  )  y , , (a;0,01))  > 0
P {M,,(a'1, R,(0,0r) -( ': ' , ,(a, 0,0J} > 0
Fronr  (3.13)  and (3.14)  i t  fc i lous that  there are real  numbers.r "  and.x" ,  both
itt trt,,(a), such that
(3.15) r,1.r,; 0,0r) )>-; ^,.,,(a; H,lr) , x'n E trr,,(a) ,
(3.16) r,,(.rn; 0,f)r) (., ' ,,(c; f),f)r) , -t; € m,,(ci) ,
(3.  I  3)
(3. l4)
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Now 0 ) 0, so that r,(x;0,0r) is a nonincreasing function of x, or r,(x;0,0r)
)-:, r,,(x',) 0,01) if x {-x,,. From (3.15) it follows then that
(3.17) r,,(x; 0,0r) ) i,,(a; 0,01) if x ( x,
Now suppose x €ntn(a) so that rn(x; 0r,0r) ) l la. We have then
r , , (x :0,0r)  :  rn(x;0r , ( ) r ) r , , ( - r ;0 ,0J > i r , ( * t0,0r) .Using 
(3.17)  we get
1
(3.18) r,,(x; 0,0r) );,- 
; ' ;,(a;0,0r) 
if x € nr,,(a)
provided -t ( *,,. However, it also holds for ,,c ) r", because r,(x; 0,0r) is
a nondecreasing function ofx since 0 ( 0r.Since r"(x; 0,0r) is a nonincreasing
funct ion of  x , rn(x;0,0r)  (  r . , ( , t ;0 ,0r)  i f  x2 x" .  From (3.16)  i t  fo l lows that
(3.19) r,(x; 0,0r) ( y,,(a; 0,0r) if x ) x',
Supposing x E ur^(a) so that r,(x; 0r,0r) ( a , we have
r,,(x; 0,0r) - r ' ,(x; 0r,0r) r,(r; 0,0r) ( a r,,(,r; 0,0r)
Using (3.19)  $ 'e get
(3.20) r,,(,t; 0,0r) { a ̂ ,,,,(a; 0,0r) if x € m,(a)
provided that ,r ) ri j . Since r,(x;0,0r) is nondecreasing in x, it also holds
for x { x,j. nrom (3.18) and (3.20) we ha'r'e (i). To show (i i) we apply (i) to
f )  and 0 ' ;  ' *e have
(3.21)  x  Q nt , ,1a)  : ' ) '  
: ' , . , , (a l  
0 ,0, )  < , ' , , ( . r ;  0 ,0J < a1, , (a;0,0r)
r r , d
(3 .22 )  - r  €n r  (a )  : ' , : - a^1 ' , , ( a ; ( )1 ,0 ' )  ( t , , ( - * ;  0 r , 0 ' )  (  a^y , , ( a ;0 r ,0 ' )
Remember ing r , , ( . r ;  0 ,0r)  r , , (x ;02,0 ' )  -  r , , (x ;0,0 ' )  and
i,,(a; 0,0r)  ̂
r,(a;0y0') - ^(,,(a;0,0'), (3.21) and (3.22) give (i i).
Lemma 3.2: Let Assuntptiort A be satisfied and let 1 < a { co. If there is
an itrteger I,{ such thatJbr all f initenv'ithn;> N,p,,(a;0,) < g and if 0, < 0 .(02
then tlrc Jbllotring tn'o conditions are equivalent'.
( i) i im inf,,--;- p,,(c; 0) 2 0
(ii) there is a finite nurnber r/ such that for all n ); N.
1
. I
xe m, , (a ) : )  ^  19 , , (q ;0 r )  (  r , , (x ;  0 ,0 r )  ( d$ , , (a ;0 t )
Proof: W" rtlutifirst show (i) implies (ii). From (3.10) we have p,,(a;0r)
( ",',,(rz; 0,0r); then applying Lemma 3.1 (i)
(3.23) x Q t tr , , (r t )  : ) ;  9,k;0r) {  r , (x;  0,0r)
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(3.26)
(3.21)
Since for all n2 N, F,(a;0) > 0, and since lim infn_;o, g"(a;0) ) 0 there
is  a  number  c>0 w i th  in fn ' -  9 , , (a ;0 ) :c )0 .  As  a  resu l t ,  wehaveby
-l
(3.10),  "1^(a;0,0r) (  i  p,  ( , r ;  0r) .  Using Lemma 3.1 ( i )  wehave:
(3.24) x € nt,(a) ==) r,(x; 0,0r) ( 
| 
p,,to; Or)
Taking d : oic , (3.23) and (3.24) give condition (ii) of the lemma. To shorv
(i i) implies (i), let r/ satisfy:
(3.25) x e rn,,(a) .,- ) 9,ror0r) 
( r, ,(.r;  (1,0J < clp,,(a;0r)
for all n)- N. Now lt,,(0,0J: R,,(0,0r) R,((Jr,02) a1d remembering the defi-
nit ion (3.7) of M,(a) we derive from (3.13):
PlM,,1aS,R,,(0,0J 2 ' l ;  ̂ f  ̂{o;0,0r.1} ' '  0
so ihat t lrele exists a number x)€ m,.(a) such that
r l lx l ;  r r , r i r ;  2  ) t , , { , t :0 ,$,1
Combining (3.25)  and (3.27)  rve have
1-n \,,(a;0,0t) ( r,,(xi; 0,0) -( d P,,(a; 0,)
for ail n > N, so tl iat
^;,,(9;0,01) ( arl p,(a; 0t) tbr all n2 N
Dividin-c both sides by p,,(a; 0r) and using (3.10) gives the desired result p,(c; 0)
. '  l , a l  l b r  a l l  n  )  , u .
Suppose *e have lim sup,,-;o",l, lo;0) ) 0, then there is a subsequence
such that l imo+ -9,ulo;0) >.0, so we have the following corollary which
tbllows immediately from Lerr.rma 3.2.
Corollary 3.1: Let Assutrtpiion A be sotisfietl and let | 1a < a. If for
all n)-.: N, 9,,(a;0r) > O and if 0, ( 0 10, then the following conditions trre
equivalent.
(i) l im supn->., p,(a;0) > 0
(ii) there is a Jinite nurnber d and o subsequence {no} of positive integers such
tlnt ./nr all k
I
.r '  € lrnu(a) : 
; ?,,,.(a'. 
(,r\ <= r,,o(r': f i ,0r) { t l$,,u(a;0r)
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Theorem 3.2: Let Assuntptiotts A snd B be satisfied. If there is 0o, 81 (
0 o ( 0 r , a n r l  e o ) l w i t h  l i m  i n f " , o n P n ( a o , 0 o ) > 0 ,  t h e n f o r  e v e r y 0  # 0 o ,
0, ( 0 < 0r, and sll a <- .n, v'e have: l im,,an9,,(ot 0) :0.
Proof :  Let  1V be an in teger  s t rch that  for  a l l  n ' -z  N,  p, , (u;$)>-0.
From Lemna 3.2, there is a finite number d such that
(3.28)  x  Enr . (a^) : )L 9, ,@^;0r1r(  r " ( . r ;0 , , f , )2)  < dp, , (a" ;  
gr)  for  a l l  n2 N.
ao "
Since r" (x ;0o,0r) :  r , , ( . r - ;  0 ,0r) i rn(x:  ( ) ,0 , ) ,  (3.28)  becomes:
(3.29) x Q. mn(a,):) : p,(c,: 0r) r"(.r: 0,0") 1 r,,(-r-: 0,0r)Qo '. '  " 
* , U",o,, or) rn(.v; o,oo)
Suppose for sone g +0" and 0, < 0 < 0;
(3.30) l im supn-+- P,,(c,; 0) > 0.
On the other hand, from Lemma 3.1 (i) and remembeting ynfuo; 0,0J >
9,,(a,; 0r) we have: 
. l
(3.31) x I nt,(a,) : ,) 
e P,fu.:0r\ 
( r,(.r:  0,0r)
From (3 .29 )  and  (3 .31 )  we  have :
(3.32) x Q, m,(au) - + p,,(a,: t).t1a r,,(.r; 0,0r) <I cl 
t),,(ao,t)r) r,(.x; 0,0,)
a , '  "
so that
(3.33)  x  € rn, , (no) : ' )  !  p , , { , i , , ;  r } ,  )  ' ' -  t l  iJ , , (a" , ( ) , )  r , , ( . r ;  0 ,0, , )
and af ter  d iv id ing by p, (a, , :0 , )  on both s ides we have:
(3.34) x Q m,,(ao) - ', l , i6u r/ ( r,(.r: 0,0.,)
which is equivalent to
(3.35) tr[,,(.ao) C 11 
ia, r/ { R,,(0,0,,)}
so  t ba t  by  t 3 .30 ) :
(3.3b)  l in  sup, , -+-  l ' } r {1 ic ,  d < r , , ( ,y , , :  { ) ,0 , , )  }  - - '0
which coutiadicts Theorem 3.1 that states l im,->, R,,{ ),{/,,) '- 0 a.e. / ' ,,.
Therefole (3.30) is irrrpossible, u'hich means that for all 0 *t",
l im, , -> n9, , (o, , :0 ;  == 6,  which impl ies a lso
(3.37) l im,,-+- p,,(c: 0) - 0 for u u,,.
On the other hand lim inf,,--t -?,,(rro;0,) .-, '0 implies
l im inf , ,+ n l "^(a:0, , )  > 0 for  a l l  a>,  ar , .  Thus we have (3.37)  lor  a l l  c  - -  cn.
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' I-heorern 
3.-1'. Let osslanptiotls A and B b: satisfied.
( i )  I f  t he re  r s  0o ,0 r .1  do10 ,  v , , i t h  l i n - l  sup , , -7 -R , (01 ,0 i : 6  d .Q .  Pso ,
0 < l r < n , : l : e n :
i imne* R"(01,02)  :0 r .e.  Pu i f  0  < 0,  and
lim sup,,->- R,,(01,0o) : cn f,"e' Ps if B > 0".
(ii) If there ir 0o , 0' .- 0o <- Qr, with lim inf,+ ., R,(9s,02) : b :1.€. P6,
0 < D <  o , t h e n :
l im inf ,+-  R, , (0, ,0r ;  :  0  a.e.  P.  i f  0 '< U,  and
limn-+ n R,,(01.A") : vt a.e. P0 if 0 > 0".
Proof: We need to shorv only (i), since (ii) is obtained from (i) by inter-
changing 0, and 0r. By (2.5) rve have R,(0r,02) : rn(Xn;0,r0r) and it follows
from the Hewitt and Savage 0-l law that lim supn+ c, R,(01,0J is con-
stant a.e. rvith respect to any member of P. Suppose 0 < 0", applying
Lemma. 2.5 we have:
Eu {l im sup,,->.,. R"(01,0J} (.Eo,{ l im sup,--y'- R"(01,0J}.
We have then: l im SUP',+- R,(01,02) :,ct sayr a.e. Ps, where c ( 6.
Suppose c ) 0, we are going to show that it leads to a contradiction.
Choose ao) | with l la" ( c ( b 1ao. Applying Lemma 3.1 (i i) with
{J,0' replaced by 0,, 0, we have
I
(3.3t t )  M^(a")  C{  
" , :1n(ao;0, ,0)  
< R"(0, ,0)  (  a ,2 y"(a" ;  0o,0)}
for all finite r. Since b.v assumption 1la" (lim supo+ * Rn(Ir,lr) < ao
a.e. P, we have
(3.39) Pr i l im suP,,->4 M,(u") j : I.
We know that l imn+." R,,(0",0) : q) a.e. Po, so (3.38) and (3'39) give
(3.40) l im supn-; - '{,(ao;$",0) : ut
Choose any positive number d, and let {nul be the subsequence of integers
such that
(3.41) ^i,,^\a o; 0,,,q) > d :> 0
Note that by (3.40), this subsequence is not empty. Let {n*\ be the set of
positive integers such that {"0\ - {n^} : {n}. We have then
(3.42) Pr{l im sup,,-) - Mn(ao\\r ( Po{lim snpa+ n M,olao)} 
r Pr{l im
suP,n -) cn M ,*(a)\.
In vieu' of (3.a1) we have \n,,(uo 8,,0).: r/. Furthermore, l imn-+- R"(0.,0)
.---. n a.e. Pn. It follor,vs, applying (3.38) to the sr.rbsequence {rr-}, that
I - ' is- t I l  u ' t t  t i r ! ( \o l_(JG1 ts- \ \DU\c
112 Sux,rRor W'r lyusuurHo-1o
(3.43) P, {l im sLrpn+ * IuI,,,,(a)} :0
Substitution of (3.39) and (3.43) into (3.42) yields
(3.44\ P,, {l im supA+ 6 M,h(a")\ 
*- ' I
As a consequence rve have
(3.45) l lao{lim supu-;,* R,,u(t)1,OJ ( ao a.e. P,
for lim supr+co R,A(01,02) is a constant a.e. P, according to the Hewitt and
Savage 0-1 law, and is bounded above by lim supn--;,* R"(0r,0r), which
establishes the right inequality of (3.45). If the left inequality were false, we
would have lim supo-; -R,a(01,0J 111a" a.e. Ps, and the left handside
of (3.44) would be 0 instead of l.
On the other hand, using (3.41) and since l imn+ co Rn(0o,0) : 0 a.e. Peo,
(3.38)  g ives
(3.46) Pr"{l im supr,+ n M^u@")} :0
Applying Lemma 2.5 to the subsequence {nu} we have
(3.47) E,{l im supr+ oo R,A(01,02)} } E, {I im supp->e6 R,h(01,02)}.
By the Hewitt and Savage 0-1 larv lim supn-;- Rno(0r,02) is a constant, say
b', a.e. Pro. From (3.47) and (3.45) it follows then that b' )-- llao. If l/a, ( b'
( a, the left hand side of (3.46) would be I instead of 0. Hence we have
lim supp-+.o R"r(0r,02) > a, a.e. Prn
which contradicts the fact that
l im supoe,* R'A(01,0J { l im supn+c,o nn(01,0, < ao a.e. Pu.
Thus we conclude c : 0. This proves the first part of (i).
The second part of (i) is proved analogously, by putting
lim sup,,--y,* R,,(01,02): e', say, a.e. Pe, where 6 ( c'. Supposing c'< cn
will lead to a contradiction.
Theorem 3.4: Under Assuntptions A and B, we have lim infn+- 9"(a; 0)
== 0 for all a> 1 and all 0, except perhaps -for one parameter 0o, where 0, I
0,, ( 0o.
(i) In case there i.s tt,, ).- | aud 1o,b, I 0o.:- Hr, .ruch that
(3.48) 0 { l im inf,e - B,,(co; 0,) < I
$e here
(3.49) l int inf,,-,; * R,,{f l,,t}r) 
- 0 a.e . P,., i l  0 < (),,
irnd
(3.50)  l inr  sup, ,  >."  R, , ( {1, , ( ) r )  '  , ,  l t .e .  P, ,  i f  { )  > ' '  
(1 , , .
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(ii) In case there is ao> | qnd 0o,0, { 0, <0r, such that
'  (3.51) l imn-y *9,(ao;0o) :  I
x,e hqve
l i m n - > * R , ( 0 1 , 0 s ) : 0  a . e . P ,  i f  0 < 0 ,
and
Iim,--; - Rn(01,02) : oa a.e. Pu if 0 > 0".
Proof: The first statement of the theorem follows immediately from
Theorem 3.2. To Show (i), the left inequality in (3.a8) implies
(3.52) lim infn-_;* Rn(01,0e) { a, a.e. Pro
because it is constant a.e. Pro. If the constant is 0, applying Lemma 2.5 we
get (3.49) and if the constant is > 0, we apply Theorem 3.3 (ii) to get (3.49).
The conclusion (3.50) is proved analogously by interchanging 0, and 0r. To
show (ii), note that (3.51) implies
1/c, ( lim inf,,-; o. R,,(01,0J ( lim sup,--; oo ,Rn(0r,02) ( c, a.e. Pro
Using Theorem 3.3 we have the desired result.
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